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          I have a document, and I want to show 2 views in a web page (in reactjs web), 1 view can annotate, scroll, and another view only can view.

There will be some restrictions like users will only be able to log in as one user at a time, and they won’t be able to be a different user on each screen. However, collaboration session (ex: create or join a sync session, …) depends on users. In a web page means just login by one user, so how to create 2 views in a page, 1 view is for ‘leader’, 1 view is for ‘follower’?

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    [Collaboration] Error when Update Scroll Sync Session
                    


                    How to create collaboration (connect server socket, create CollabClient, ...) with react native?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Document Collaboration using JavaScript Library - Pre-built solution
	Mentions
	Setting up WebViewer for real-time document collaboration
	Deploying WebViewer on your custom server - Overview

APIs:	Core. WebViewerServerAnnotationManager - username
	DisableIndexedDB
	WebViewerInstance - new WebViewerInstance()

Forums:	Collaborate edit pdf function between web and mobile? (collaboration includes sync annotations, sync scroll, …)
	Adding tool button to the PDFTron WebViewer
	Strange auto-disabling of webviewer server on Angular
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          Hello Iris,

In the collaboration sync session,  the follower’s screen will scroll as the leader’s screen. So, those two viewers should be the same. For now, you can try to load 2 Webviewer and 2 Collab clients into one page. Thanks.



Best Regards,

Jimmy Lin

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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                    WebViewer Collaboration Issue
                    


                    How can I handle rerender webviewer , without refresh page?
                    

                    WebViewer Collaboration
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